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This city last night may have become the first in America to prohibit people from caring for injured wild 
animals at home.  
The 4-1 City Council decision was the result of a request by "Possum Lady" Sally Lambert to be allowed 
to continue caring for wild animals -- mostly opossums -- in her modest residence here. 
More than 100 supporters attended last night's City Council meeting wearing bright yellow "Support Sally 
L!" stickers. 
After the vote, Karin Miek, a member of the board of directors of Project Wildlife, a non-profit wildlife 
rescue organization licensed by the state, said La Mesa's decision could have a devastating effect on 
America's wildlife because so many animals are rehabilitated by volunteers working at home. 
Lambert has volunteered for the organization for more than 11 years. She was ordered to stop by city 
officials after a longtime neighbor recently complained about odor problems. 
Among those attending on Lambert's behalf were four veterinarians, local teachers, several other 
neighbors, school children, and wildlife organization representatives. 
Mayor Fred Nagel told the crowd that such rescues are permissible in commercial zones, but Miek said 
that was an unrealistic sole option. She said Project Wildlife would continue filing a lawsuit against the 
city. 
Prior to the vote, local microbiologist Robert Brock said, "I don't really like opossums that much, but they 
are here, so God must want them." 
He said the city would have to handle wildlife cases at taxpayers' expense even if it's just to hire someone 
"to go out and whack 'em on the head." Now, he noted, wild animals are being humanely treated "by a 
qualified person at private expense." 
In its report to the board, city staff cited a 1986 report by the international city managers' association, 
which "mentions wildlife rehabilitators in passing as the preferred method for coping with wildlife that is 
turned into the animal shelter or picked up in the streets." 
The association's report did not offer any guidance for cities coping with wildlife rehabilitators in 
residential areas, however, which is why many jurisdictions are reportedly following developments in La 
Mesa with great interest. 
Many communities apparently take a benign view of home animal rescues by organized volunteers, or 
else they issue special-use type permits to allow the activity on a restricted basis. 
Council members voting against amending existing codes to allow residential animal rescues cited the 
need to uphold the law and protect everyone's rights. 
The lone dissenting vote came from Jerri Lopez, who said: "We humans are coming to San Diego County 
at an accelerated rate. I feel we're making a mistake here and that we could take a lead in a problem that 
is not going to go away. We are talking about the future of our own indigenous animals." 
The crowd was clearly shocked by the council's decision. Many, including Lambert, could not hide tears. 
Lambert said, "I have nothing left." Asked if she would consider moving, she said, "This has been my 
husband's house for 32 years. This has been our home." 
A little girl asked her teary-eyed mother what will happen to the wild animals. Said her mother: "I don't 
know, honey. I guess in La Mesa, they'll just die."  
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